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Parameterized omplexity is a new and promising approa h to the entral issue
of how to ope with problems that are NP-hard or worse | as is so frequently the
ase in the natural world of omputing. The key idea is to isolate some aspe t(s)
or part(s) of the input as the parameter, and to on ne the seemingly inevitable
ombinatorial explosion of omputational diÆ ulty to an additive fun tion of
the parameter, with other osts being polynomial ( alled FPT omplexity). An
example is the N P - omplete Vertex Cover (\ on i t resolution") problem
that is now known to be solvable in less than 1:29k + kn steps for on i t graphs
of size n. This algorithm works well for k  200 and has several appli ations in
omputational biology.
Many important \heuristi " algorithms urrently in use are FPT algorithms,
previously unre ognized as su h. Type- he king in ML provides another example.
Although omplete for EXPTIME in general, it is solved in pra ti e in time 2k + n
for programs of size n, where the k is the nesting depth of de larations. Although
many naturally parameterized problems are in FPT, some are not. The ri h
positive toolkit of novel te hniques for designing and improving FPT algorithms
is a ompanied in the theory by a orresponding negative toolkit that supports
a ri h stru ture theory of parametri intra tability. But the real ex itement is in
the rapidly developing systemati onne tions between FPT and useful heuristi
algorithms | a new and ex iting bridge between the theory of omputing and
omputing in pra ti e.
The organizers of the seminar strongly believe that knowledge of parameterized
omplexity te hniques and results belongs into the toolkit of every algorithm
designer. The purpose of the seminar was to bring together leading experts from
all over the world, and from the diverse areas of omputer s ien e that have been
attra ted to this new framework. The seminar was intended as the rst larger
international meeting with a spe i fo us on parameterized omplexity, and it
hopefully serves as a driving for e in the development of the eld.
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We had 49 parti ipants from Australia, Canada, India, Israel, New Zealand,
USA, and various European ountries. During the workshop 25 le tures were
given. Moreover, one night session was devoted to open problems and Thursday
was basi ally used for problem dis ussions in smaller groups (one out ome of
these is given in Gerhard Woeginger's ontribution).
S hloss Dagstuhl and its sta provided an ideal setting for a very fruitful week
of parameterized omplexity studies. We are grateful to Dagstuhl and all parti ipants for an ex iting and inspiring time.
Finally, we thank Jo hen Alber, Frederi Dorn, and Jens Gramm (all Tubingen)
for helping in various ways to organize this meeting.
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1 Towards Optimal FPT{Algorithms
for Planar Graph Problems
Jo hen Alber

A parameterized problem is alled xed parameter tra table if it admits a solving
algorithm whose running time on input instan e (I ; k) is f (k) jI j , where f is an
arbitrary fun tion depending only on k. Skimming through the literature, typi al
fun tions that
appear for FPT-problems are, e.g., f (k) = k (vertex over),
3
k
f (k ) =
(treewidth), or even f (k) = kk (feedba k vertex set), or
f (k ) = k ! (multidimensional mat hing).
In this talk I want to fo us on obtaining a new qualitative behaviour of the
exponential funption f by presenting di erent te hniques for designing algorithms
where f (k) = k for various planar graph problems (see [1, 2, 3℄ for our re ent
work on this issue).
In parti ular, I will on entrate on an approa h followed in [2℄, where we oined
the notion of what we all the \Layerwise Separation Property" (LSP) of a planar
graph problem. Problems having this property in lude planar vertex over,
planar independent set, or planar dominating set. We prove that the
LSP is suÆ ient for qui kly omputing a tree de omposition
of a \yes"-instan e
p
of the problem with guaranteed treewidth of O( k), whi h then an be used
to solve the problem in the desired time. As a sideprodu t of this, we derive
some theoreti al results relating, e.g., the domination number or the vertex over
number, to the treewidth of a planar graph.
Besides, I will report on rst experimental results of our algorithms that were
implemented using the LEDA library.

Referen es
[1℄ J. Alber, H. Bodlaender, H. Fernau, and R. Niedermeier. Fixed parameter
algorithms for planar dominating set and related problems. In Pro . 7th
SWAT, vol. 1851 of LNCS, Springer, pp. 97{110, 2000. Full version a epted
for Algorithmi a.
[2℄ J. Alber, H. Fernau, and R. Niedermeier. Parameterized omplexity: exponential speed-up for planar graph problems. In Pro . 28th ICALP, vol. 2076
of LNCS, Springer, pp. 261{272, 2001.
[3℄ J. Alber, H. Fernau, and R. Niedermeier. Graph separators: a parameterized
view. In Pro . 7th COCOON, vol. 2108 of LNCS, Springer, pp. 318{327,
2001.
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2 EÆ ient Algorithms for Horizontal Gene Transfer Problems
Mi hael Hallett

This talks overs our e orts to develop a model for lateral gene transfer events
(a.k.a. horizontal gene transfer events) between a set of gene trees T ; T ; : : : ; Tk
and a spe ies tree S . To the best of our knowledge, this model possesses a
higher degree of biologi al and mathemati al soundness than any other model
proposed in the literature. Among other biologi al onsiderations, the model
respe ts the partial order of evolution implied by S . Within our model, we
identify an a tivity parameter that measures the number of genes that are allowed
to be simultaneously a tive in the genome of a taxa and show that nding the
most parsimonious s enario that re on iles the disagreeing gene trees with the
spe ies tree is doable in polynomial time when the a tivity level and number of
transfers are small, but intra table in general.
1
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3 Parameterized Problems in Automata Theory
Todd Wareham

Consider the Deterministi Finite State Automaton (DFA) Interse tion problem,
whi h, given a set A of DFA over an alphabet , asks if there is a string x 2 
that is a epted by every DFA in A. This problem underlies various problems involving the omposition and interse tion of sets of nite state transdu ers (FST).
All of these problems have appli ations within natural language pro essing; unfortunately, all of these problems are NP-hard and their best known algorithms
ompute the omposite automaton by an iterative appli ation of the pairwise
state Cartesian-produ t onstru tion, whi h requires O(jQjjAj) time where jQj is
the maximum number of states in any nite state automaton in A. Can we do
better?
In this talk, I apply te hniques from parameterized omplexity theory to assess
the non-polynomial time algorithmi options for a subproblem of these problems,
Bounded DFA Interse tion, whi h requires x to be in k for a given k > 0 su h
that k <= jQj. This analysis shows that relative to the set of problem-aspe ts
fjAj; k; jQj; jjg, the only FPT algorithms are those whose running times are
6

non-polynomial in sets fjQj; jAjg, fjj; kg, or fjQj; jjg or one of their supersets; all other possibilities have been ruled out by W-hardness results derived
by redu tions from parameterized versions of the Longest Common Subsequen e
and Dominating Set problems. All of the hardness results and various of the
algorithms also apply to the original problems mentioned above, in luding the
omposition of restri ted types of FST, e.g., p-subsequential FST.

Referen es

[1℄ Wareham, H.T. (2000) "The Parameterized Complexity of Interse tion
and Composition Operations on Sets of Finite-State Automata." In Proeedings of the Fifth International Conferen e on Implementation and Appli ation of Automata. Le ture Notes in Computer S ien e no. 2088.
Springer-Verlag; Berlin.

4 Complexity and Management De isions
Detlef Seese

The analysis of many omplex problems in di erent areas of appli ation shows
that there seems to be a orrelation between high omplexity (NP-hardness)
of the problem and the existen e of large grids (as minors) in the underlying
ommuni ation-stru ture de ned by the problem. This riterion is spe i ed and
analysed in di erent areas of appli ation. It is given a survey on related results
in the areas of de idability of theories, graph algorithms, apital markets, riskmanagement, au tions, VLSI ir uits, neural networks, software engineering and
dynami al systems.
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5 Algorithmi Aspe ts of the Feferman-Vaught
Theorem
Johann Makowsky

(Based on joint work with B. Cour elle, J. Marino, J. Przyty ki, E. Ravve, and
U. Roti s)
A. Tarski initiated the study of the behaviour of validity of formulas in stru tures
when passing to substru tures, forming union of hains, or other algebrai operations. The Feferman-Vaught Theorem says how the truth value of a formula of
First Order Logi in a generalized produ t of stru tures depends on the fa tors
and the index set. For generalized sums this an be extended to Monadi Se ond Order Logi MSOL (Laeu hli, Shelah, Gurevi h). For nite stru tures this
an be used to he k MSOL properties of stru tures and to ompute polynomial
invariants (graph polynomials) of stru tures provided the stru ture was built indu tively using sum-like operations. Graphs of bounded tree width and bounded
lique width are built indu tively using su h operations. We give a pre ise definition of sum-like operations on stru tures and survey algorithmi appli ations
in the realm of graph polynomials and link polynomials.

6 Applying Parameterized Complexity to DNA
Primer Design
Patri ia Evans

(joint work with A. Smith and H.T. Wareham)
Designing universal DNA primers for a set of strings an be done by nding
substrings that are within a short Hamming distan e from a substring of ea h
string. This problem is known as the Closest Substring problem, and is known
to be NP-hard. The use of long sequen es and short substrings, with few errors,
make this problem a good target for parameterized omplexity. Parameters for
the number of strings (m), length of strings (n), length of substring (l), and
8

Hamming distan e (k) are spe i ed and examined. We provide a survey of the
xed-parameter tra tability of some of the parameterized variants of the problem,
and spe ify two algorithms. The rst FPT algorithm is based on tabulation (with
parameters (jj, l, and k), and the se ond is based on sets of similar substrings
with redu tion to problem kernel (using parameters jj, l, k, and m). Ea h
algorithm is suitable for di erent spe i appli ations.

7 Re ent Progress in Computing the Stability
Number
John Mi hael Robson

We present three improvements to a known re ursive bran hing algorithm (Robson, J.Alg 7, (1986), p. 425) for omputing the stability number of an n vertex
graph whi h redu e the time omplexity to O(2 n) for slighly smaller than 1=4.
Firstly, we improve the analysis of the e e tiveness of a dynami programming
approa h to handling small ( m vertex) indu ed subgraphs of non-regular graphs
of degree at most 9. Sin e it suÆ es to onsider indu ed subgraphs whi h are
onne ted and have no vertex of degree 1, we an upper bound the number of
su h subgraphs by n times the weighted sum of the 8-ary trees of size up to m
with weight equal to 2 number of leaves (the previous algorithm used weights all
equal to 1).
Se ondly, a slightly more detailed ase analysis of the neighbourhoods of a hosen
vertex of degree at most 3 together with a more systemati use of onstants for all
ases bounding the fa tor by whi h the ase is treated faster than the general ase
give better information on the time required when the graph has a vertex of low
degree or when extra information is available on the stable sets to be onsidered.
Finally, where the minimum vertex degree d lies in [4; 7℄, the algorithm onsiders
the ball of radius 2 around one vertex A of degree d and applies the fa t that
there is a maximum stable set ontaining either A or at least two neighbours
of A. For ea h of an exhaustive set of neighbourhood stru tures (i.e. partial
spe i ations of this ball), a set of re ursive alls is generated whi h minimises
the time bound on the total omputation provable by using the onstants already
derived as des ribed above. The analysis of this algorithm requires onsideration
of more than 200; 000 neighbourhood stru tures and the d! permutations of the
neighbour verti es for ea h one and is, of ourse, arried out by omputer.
9

8 Finite variable logi s apturing parameterized
omplexity lasses
J
org Flum

(joint work with Martin Grohe.)
We present des riptive hara terizations of the main parameterized omplexity
lasses. For example, a problem Q on ordered graphs parameterized by natural
numbers is in W [1℄ if and only if for some s, every sli e of Q is de nable by a
formula of the form 9x : : : 9xn , where is a Boolean ombination of formulas
of least xed point logi ontaining at most s variables and only one xed point
operator.
1

9 Probabilisti 3-SAT Algorithms
Uwe S h
oning

We present a series of 3 algorithms for 3-SAT (whi h an be generalized to kSAT) based on the on ept of lo al sear h from some randomly sele ted initial
assignment, and restart if no satisfying assignment is found. The rst version
uses random initial assignments and a deterministi ba ktra king pro edure to
sear h for a satisfying assignment within Hamming distan e n=4 from the initial
assignment. It a hieves the bound (1:5n) (where n is the number of variables).
The se ond algorithm repla es the ba ktra king sear h by a random walk, and
using a Markov hain analysis (gambler's ruin problem) one an show the improved bound ((4=3)n). The third algorithm, nally, looks out for \independent"
lauses and hooses the initial assignment for variables in independent lauses in
a biased way. It an be shown that the obtained bound is (1:3301n).
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10 Two Deterministi Algorithms for k-SAT
Edward A. Hirs h

(a survey of joint papers with Dantsin, Goerdt, S.Ivanov, Kannan, Kleinberg,
Papadimitriou, Raghavan, S hoening, Vsemirnov)
We survey two onstru tions for the derandomization of two families of randomized algorithms for k-SAT. The rst onstru tion derandomizes S hoening's
random walk algorithm and uses overing odes. The se ond onstru tion derandomizes the randomized unit lause elimination algorithm of Paturi, Pudlak and
Zane, and uses proje tive geometry.

11 Re ognizing More Random Unsatis able 3SAT Instan es EÆ iently
Andreas Goerdt

(joint work with Joel Friedman)
It is known that random k-SAT instan es with at least dn lauses where d = dk
is a suitable onstant are unsatis able (with high probability). This talk deals
with the question to ertify the unsatis ability of su h a random 3-SAT instan e
in polynomial time. A ba ktra king based algorithm of Beame et al. works for
random 3-SAT instan es with at least n = log n lauses. This is the best result
known by now.
We improve the aforementioned bound by Beame et al. to n = " for any " > 0.
Our approa h extends the spe tral approa h introdu ed to the study of random
k-SAT instan es for k  4 in previous work of the se ond author.
2
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12 Homeomorphi Embedding of k-Conne ted
Graphs in Graphs of Treewidth k
Torben Hagerup

(joint work with Arvind Gupta and Naomi Nishimura)
We study the problem of homeomorphi embedding of a guest graph G in a host
graph H , i.e., of de iding whether G has a subdivision isomorphi to a subgraph
of H . Matousek and Thomas proved that the problem is NP- omplete if G is
onne ted and H is of treewidth k, for some onstant k, and that the problem
an be solved in polynomial time if G additionally is of bounded degree, but they
left open the orresponding question for H of onstant treewidth k and G being
k - onne ted. We show that the latter problem an be solved in polynomial time
k
for every xed k, namely in n(2) O k time. It is unknown whether (but seems
unlikely to us that) the problem is xed-parameter tra table with parameter k.
The entral part of our argument is a lemma showing that for tree de ompositions
of H of a parti ular kind, two verti es u and v are separated in H by the verti es
in the bag of a node x of bag size k if and only if nodes whose bags ontain u and
v are separated by x in the tree de omposition of H . This enables us to redu e
the number of ombinations of partial solutions that need to be onsidered at x
from a potentially exponential to a polynomial level.
+
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13 Fast Fixed-Parameter Tra table Algorithms
for Nontrivial Generalizations of Vertex Cover
Prabhakar Ragde

(joint work with Naomi Nishimura and Dimitrios Thilikos)
Our goal in this work is the development of fast algorithms for re ognizing general
lasses of graphs. We seek algorithms whose omplexity an be expressed as a
linear fun tion of the graph size plus an exponential fun tion of k, a natural
parameter des ribing the lass. In parti ular, we onsider the lass Wk (G ), where
12

for ea h graph G in Wk (G ), the removal of a set of at most k verti es from G
results in a graph in G . (If G is the lass of edgeless graphs, Wk (G ) is the lass
of graphs with bounded vertex over.)
When G is a minor- losed lass su h that ea h graph in G has bounded maximum
degree, and all obstru tions of G (minor-minimal graphs outside G ) are onne ted,
we obtain an O((g + k)jV (G)j + (f k)k ) re ognition algorithm for Wk (G ), where
g and f are onstants (modest and quanti ed) depending on the lass G . If G
is the lass of graphs with maximum degree bounded by D (not losed under
minors), we an still obtain a running time of O(jV (G)j(D + k) + k(D + k)k )
for re ognition of graphs in Wk (G ).
Our results are obtained by onsidering minor- losed lasses for whi h all obstru tions are onne ted graphs, and showing that the size of any obstru tion for
Wk (G ) is O(tk + t k ), where t is a bound on the size of obstru tions for G . A
trivial orollary of this result is an upper bound of (k + 1)(k + 2) on the number
of verti es in any obstru tion of the lass of graphs with vertex over of size at
most k. These results are of independent graph-theoreti interest.
(This work was also reported at WADS 2001.)
+3
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14 Exa t Solutions for Closest String and Related Problems
Jens Gramm

(joint work with Rolf Niedermeier and Peter Rossmanith)
is one of the ore problems in the eld of onsensus word
analysis with parti ular importan e for omputational biology. Given k strings
of same length and a positive integer d, nd a \ losest string" s su h that none of
the given strings has Hamming distan e greater than d from s. Closest String
is N P - omplete. In biologi al pra ti e, however, d usually is very small.
We show how to solve Closest String in linear time for onstant d (the exponential growth in d is O(dd)). We extend this result to the losely related
problems d-Mismat h and Distinguishing String Sele tion. Moreover,
we give a linear time algorithm for Closest String when k = 3 and d is arbitrary. Finally, the pra ti al usefulness of our ndings is substantiated by some
experimental results and an appli ation in primer design.

Closest String
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15 Parameterized Complexity of Type Che king Logi Programs
Witold Charatonik

Regular types are known in logi programming already for more than 25 years,
but usually their de nition is restri ted to tuple-distributive regular sets of trees,
that is, sets re ognizable by top-down deterministi tree automata. Types de ned
this way were onsidered (by the logi -programming ommunity) to be more
eÆ ient than general regular types. On the other hand the automata-theory
ommunity argued that general types are more expressive and the omplexity of
main algorithms (type inferen e and type he king) is the same (EXPTIME) in
both ases.
In this talk we show that there is indeed a di eren e: the type he king problem
for regular dire tional types for logi programs is xed-parameter tra table if the
types are restri ted to be tuple-distributive, and is xed-parameter intra table in
the general ase.

16 Generalized Model-Che king Problems
Martin Grohe

A fundamental algorithmi problem, playing an important role in di erent areas
of omputer s ien e, is the following model- he king problem:
Given a nite relational stru ture A and a formula F of some logi L, evaluate
F in A.
The name model- he king is most ommonly used for the appearan e of the
problem in automated veri ation. However, the problem of evaluating a query
against a nite relational database is of the same type. Constraint satisfa tion
problems in arti ial intelligen e an also be seen as model- he king problems.
Moreover, many of the best-known algorithmi problems an be dire tly translated into model- he king problems. Often, we are not only interested in a modelhe king problem itself, but also in ertain variants, su h as ounting problems,
whi h we refer to as generalized model- he king problems.
Generalized model- he king problems admit a natural parameterization in terms
of the size of the input formula. I want to argue that parameterized model14

he king problems provide a natural framework for parameterized omplexity
theory and then dis uss a number of re ent results on the parameterized omplexity of generalized model- he king problems for rst-order logi .

17 Stru tural Aspe ts of Parameterized Complexity, with an \Expe tation Prin iple"
Kenneth W. Regan

We study the omplexity of parameterized languages L along other "gradients"
( ) of the parameter k besides xed ones. Complexity along these gradients is
uniquely well-de ned if we use the size of ir uits Cnk omputing Lnk = fx : jxj =
n; < x; k >2 Lg as the ost measure, though it is usual to speak of TM running
time. Call L \normal" if for all x, the set of values k su h that < x; k >2 L is
ontiguous. Then we an asso iate to L one or both of the optimization problems
M axL [M inL ℄ by: given x, maximize [minimize℄ k su h that L(x; k ) holds. Given
a distribution D on instan es x of a given size n, de ne one or both of

k n

( ) = PPx
EM inL (n) = x
EM axL n

of size
of size

( )  PrD (x)
( )  PrD (x).

n M axL x
n M inL x

When we omit mention of D, it is understood to be a "natural"|usually uniform|
distribution on the instan es. Then we an state the following informal \Expe tation Prin iples":
EP1: If EM axL (n) = (ne) or EM inL (n) = (ne ) for some e > 0, then L should
be xed-parameter tra table.
EP2: If L is W[1℄-hard [and in the W[t℄-hierar hy℄, then EM axL (n) or EM inL (n)
should be bounded above by a polynomial in log(n).
We observe that a great many of the parameterized problems in the DowneyFellows monograph, mainly those over graphs or strings or matri es (whi h have
natural uniform distributions), abide by these prin iples. There are some te hni al diÆ ulties, su h as "duality" whereby the parameter "k" stands for n k
15

or some other quantity, and ex eptions su h as CUTWIDTH and BANDWIDTH
both having EM in(n) = n for uniformly random n-vertex graphs, but only
CUTWIDTH is FPT while BANDWIDTH is W[1℄-hard. The following results,
building lightly on the subsequent talk by Venkatesh Raman, o er both support
and ex eption for the prin iples:
(1) Let  be a hereditary graph property, and let L be the parameterized language
with M axL (G) = maximize the number of nodes in G that indu e a subgraph
with property . Then L is W[1℄-hard i EM axL (n) is asymptoti to 2log(n)
under uniform distribution on n-vertex graphs, and L is FPT otherwise.
(2) Instead de ne L via M inL (G) = minimize the number of nodes whose removal leaves a graph in . Ex ept for the \all" property, EM inL (n) is always
asymptoti to n. It is known that whenever  is de ned by a nite set of forbidden subgraphs then L is FPT, in agreement with EP1, but when  is the
set of 3- olorable graphs, L is hard for the W[t℄ hierar hy and hen e in partial
ex eption to EP2.
We seek deeper onne tions to EP1 and EP2, and to study the omplexity along
gradients de ned by EM axL (n) or EM inL (n).

18 De iding Hamiltoni ity in Graphs of Bounded
Treewidth
Walker M. White

Cour elle's Theorem states that, for any xed k and any monadi se ond order
property of graphs, we an onstru t an automaton that a epts exa tly the parse
strings of graphs of treewidth k that have this property. The proof of this theorem
gives us a method for implementing the automaton; ea h state orresponds to a
test set, or a olle tion of graphs that represent possible extensions of the parse
string.
The diÆ ulty in implementing Cour elle's Theorem is that the automata an be
quite large. For example, the test sets in the automaton for de iding whether a
graph of treewidth k is Hamiltonian or not have 2tt! many telements. This means
that the naive implementation of this automaton has 2 t many states. One
possible solution to this problem is to avoid onstru ting the entire automaton
2
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while pro essing the parse string. Instead we build the automaton dynami ally,
only onstru ting states as they are needed.
We demonstrate how to use the test sets to dynami ally onstru t the automaton
for Hamiltoni ity. This gives us an algorithm for determining whether or not a
parse string of length n for a graph of treewidth k is Hamiltonian in time O(2tt!n).
We on lude with a dis ussion of the diÆ ulty in applying these te hniques to
Cour elle's Theorem in general.

19 Parameterized Complexity of Finding Subgraphs with Hereditary Properties
Venkatesh Raman

(joint work with Subhash Khot, Prin eton University, USA)
We onsider the parameterized omplexity of the following problem: Given a
graph G, an integer parameter k and a non-trivial hereditary property , are
there k verti es of G that indu e a subgraph with property ? This problem has
been proved NP-hard by Lewis and Yannakakis. We show that if  in ludes all
trivial (edgeless) graphs but not all omplete graphs or vi e versa, then the problem is omplete for the parameterized lass W [1℄ and is xed parameter tra table
otherwise. Our proofs of both the tra tability and hardness involve nontrivial
use of the theory of Ramsey numbers.
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20 On the Parameterized Complexity of Layered Graph Drawing
Naomi Nishimura

(Joint work with V. Dujmovi , M. Fellows, M. Hallett, M. Kit hing, G. Liotta,
C. M Cartin, P. Ragde, F. Rosamond, M. Suderman, S. Whitesides, D. Wood)
We onsider graph drawings in whi h verti es are assigned to layers and edges are
drawn as straight line-segments between verti es on adja ent layers. We prove
that graphs admitting rossing-free h-layer drawings (for xed h) have bounded
pathwidth. We then use a path de omposition as the basis for a linear-time
algorithm to de ide if a graph has a rossing-free h-layer drawing (for xed h).
This algorithm is extended to solve a large number of related problems, in luding
allowing at most k rossings, or allowing at most r edge deletions to leave a
rossing-free drawing (for xed k or r). If the number of rossings or deleted
edges is a non- xed parameter then these problems are NP- omplete. For ea h
setting, we an also permit downward drawings of dire ted graphs and drawings
in whi h edges may span multiple layers, in whi h ase the total span or the
maximum span of edges an be minimized. In ontrast to the so- alled Sugiyama
method for layered graph drawing, our algorithms do not assume a preassignment
of the verti es to layers.

21 A Fast Parameterized Fa e Cover Algorithm
Faisal N. Abu-Khzam

(joint work with Mi hael A. Langston)
A fa e over of a plane graph, G, is a set of fa es whose boundaries ontain all
verti es of G. When k is xed and a fa e over of size at most k exists, nding
su h a over an be a omplished
in linear time. Both
the O(12kn) method of
p
p
Downey-Fellows and the O( k n + n ),where = 3
method of Alber et al rely
on redu tions to planar dominating set. We present a dire t O(5k n) algorithm.
2
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22 Call Control with k Reje tions
Thomas Erleba h

Given a set of onne tion requests ( alls) in a ommuni ation network, the all
ontrol problem is to a ept a subset of the requests and route them along paths
in the network su h that no edge apa ity is violated, with the goal of reje ting
as few requests as possible. For the problem of omputing a solution that reje ts
at most k requests, we give FPT algorithms for tree networks with arbitrary
apa ities and for trees of rings with unit apa ities.

23 Parametri Aspe ts of Parallel Complexity
Theory
Klaus-J
orn Lange

The use of redu ibilities of polynomial growth in parallel omplexity theory often
leads to inadequate models whi h are unable to measure appropriately parameters
like speed-up or eÆ ien y. On the other hand, the use of linear time redu ibilities
doesn't yield any systemati framework adequate for the lassi ation of parallel
problems. Parameterized omplexity o ers tools to handle these questions. The
talk presents a rather old idea to apply redu tions of linear growth sli ewise to
languages. This approa h is demonstrated by the example of xed vs. general
membership problems. This allows one for example to give eviden e for ertain
xed wordproblems to lie in P but not in a xed DT I M E (nk ). A proof of this
fa t would imply P 6= N P !
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24 Parameterized Counting
Venkatesh Raman

(joint work with V. Arvind, IMS . Chennai)
We look at the ounting versions (both exa t and approximate) of many parameterized problems whose de isions versions are xed parameter tra table. We
des ribe examples of xed parameter tra table problems, whose ounting versions
are also xed parameter tra table, as well as examples whose ounting versions
are W[1℄-hard.

25 News on the ICALP'2001 paper by Liming
Cai and David Juedes
Gerhard J. Woeginger

The paper \Subexponential parameterized algorithms ollapse the W-hierar hy"
by L. Cai and D. Juedes (Pro eedings of ICALP'2001, Springer LNCS 2076,
pp. 273-284, 2001) states the following main result: In ase some MAX SNPhard problem an be solved in subexponential time, then W[1℄=FPT. On thursday Aug/02/2001 (during the Dagstuhl seminar on parameterized omplexity)
a working group of ten people met, and dis ussed, and tried to understand the
arguments of this paper. The talk summarizes the observations and on lusions
of this working group.
(1) The proof of Lemma 3 (pages 278 and 279) is fatally awed. The removal
of the on i ting unit lauses (x) and (:x) messes up the al ulations of the
argument.
(2) There is no easy repair of the proof of Lemma 3. It an be shown that if for
some  3 and some r > 1=2 the problem Max -Sat r; is ontained in XP,
then P=NP. For that reason, any argument along the lines of the urrent proof
should be doomed.
(3) The whole proof of the main result of Cai and Juedes breaks down.
(4) There might be hope to save the main result by entering the argument not
around Max -Sat, but around the following parameterized variant of Vertex
(
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1)

Cover: Given a graph G = (V; E ) and a parameter k, does there exist a vertex
over with k log jV j verti es?

26 Open Problems
Benny Chor

Constru ting phylogeneti (or evolutionary) trees from biologi al data is a lassi al problem in biology, and it still is a major hallenge today. Most realisti
formulations of the problem, whi h take errors into a ount, give rise to hard
omputational problems. Here, we on entrate on one spe i method: quartet
based tree re onstru tion.
The input is a list of m quartets over n spe ies. Ea h quartet is an unrooted
binary tree on four spe ies. A given quartet is onsistent with a binary unrooted
tree T if the subtree indu ed by T on the four leaves is the same as the given
quartet. The goal is to onstru t a binary tree with the n spe ies in its leaves,
su h that the total number ofthe satis ed quartets is maximized.
For a full input list (m = n , where ea h 4 tuple of spe ies is represented by
one quartet) it is easy (O(n ) time) to solve the de ision problem \is there a tree
satisfying all m quartets?". For smaller values of m, however, even the de ision
problem is NP omplete. The orresponding maximization problem is MAX SNP
hard.
Currently, the best EXACT algorithm runs in time O(m3n). Values of n in
the range 20 to 30 are of signi ant biologi al interest (e.g. when onsidering
mammalian evolution). A trivial randomized algorithm (pi k a random binary
tree) satis es m=3 of quartets. This algorithm is easily derandomized.
From the point of view of parameterized omplexity, it is known that given the
full list (m = n ), answering \is there a tree whi h satis es all but k quartets"
is in FPT (dependen e on k is 4k ).
4

4

4

Interesting problems:
1. Smaller exponent for an exa t algorithm (e.g. 2n instead of 3n).
2. A di erent parameterized approa h, apable of handling a xed proportion
m quartets' errors.
3. An FPT algorithm for satisfying k + (m=3) quartets.
21

Rod G. Downey

Some problems:
1. Say somethings about the W-hierar hy. That is, make progress on any of the
outstanding questions of separation, randomized ollapse, ollapse propagation,
or the relationship between unknown memberships and ollapse. For instan e (as
Mike Hallet asked at the workshop), one might hope to prove something like: if
BANDWIDTH is in W [P ℄ then W [P ℄ = F P T .
2. Many of the known FPT algorithms use treewidth, and seem genuinely feasible if one is given a tree de omposition. However, there seems to be no really
pra ti al tree de omposition algorithm. Find one.
3. Investigate the stru ture of FPT. Redu tions that are polynomial time in
both n (the input size) and k (the parameter) may be useful here, or perhaps
parametri logspa e redu tions. Hierar hies of automata are another possibility.
4. Investigate the pra ti ality of COLOR CODING. The onstants are, at present,
horrendous in the derandomized versions of this FPT te hnique.
5. Develop other general parameters to explain the tra tability of inputs for
lasses of problems whi h are theoreti ally intra table. (Treewidth, for example,
has proven to be quite general.) So the parameter is the \topology" of the input
| are there other possibilities?
6. Is there any hope for the Cai-Juedes approa h? Is there the possibility of an
FPT algorithm with a O(1 + e)k additive exponential parametri ontribution
for VERTEX COVER, for any e > 0, or is there a theory of thresholds that an
be shown to apply here? How does the lassi al theory of, e.g., approximation
thresholds, relate to this issue?
Mike Fellows

Some More Problems:
(1) Although the Cai-Juedes paper of ICALP 2001 turned out to be awed, it
nevertheless raised some extremely interesting possibilities and fresh perspe tives.
In parti ular, they initiated a program of \optimal" FPT algorithms that is still
22

viable, despite the ollapse of their main theorem, and is, I think, one of the most
important new ideas in the eld. To be spe i , their main theorem would have
provided the starting point for proving an endless horizon of on rete results su h
as:
(a) There an be no FPT algorithm for Vertex Cover with a running time of
2o k n unless FPT= W [1℄.
(b) There pan be no FPT algorithm for Planar Vertex Cover with a running
time of 2o k n unless FPT= W [1℄.
( ) There an bep no FPT algorithm for Planar Dominating Set with a running time of 2o k n unless FPT= W [1℄.
The statement ( ) would show that the new te hniques and FPT results for planar
problems presented at the workshop by Jo hen Alber (and just a few weeks earlier
at ICALP) are in some sense \optimal". This is still an extremely interesting and
viable program, and results of Cai and Juedes that do hold up in lude that (a)
implies (b) implies ( ), and that all three statements are implied by the following:
Conje ture: The k log n Vertex Cover problem is omplete for W [1℄.
There were various dis ussions at the workshop on erning the plausibility of this
onje ture, and no onsensus. My intuition favors the onje ture.
The natural way to atta k this would be to try to en ode the k-Independent
Set problem dire tly into the k log n Vertex Cover problem. Some useful
gadgets are available (based on onstru tions introdu ed by Cai and Juedes), but
one may argue that a normal many:1 redu tion is impossible. The usual sort of
many:1 ombinatorial redu tion of (G; k) to (G0; k0) allows G to be omputably
re overed from G0 . The diÆ ulty this raises is that be ause Vertex Cover is
2k-kernelizable, we would then (normally) be provided the means to omputably
represent an arbitrary (e.g., Kolmogorov random) n-vertex graph G by a stru ture
G0 of size 2k 0 log n, for the proposed redu tion, and this will not be possible.
Elbow-deep in gadgeteering this issue arises quite on retely. So what does this
mean for the above onje ture? It might only mean that we will have to use
Turing redu tions to show W [1℄-hardness. The k log n Vertex Cover problem
belongs to W [P ℄ | this is not very diÆ ult to prove | but how does one show
that it belongs to W [2℄? Those whose intuition is that the k log n Vertex Cover
problem is easier than W [1℄ might start here!
(2) Polynomial time is tolerated as a mathemati al model of tra tability be ause
it is usually quite well-behaved: if you an do it in polynomial time, then normally the exponent in your polynomial is at most 2 | in some rare extreme
ases maybe 6 | and there is some sort of onsensus that if your exponent is
greater than 3 then your P-time algorithm is useless for pra ti al purposes. If you
present an algorithm that is O(n ), then most folks would not onsider this
as deserving the ommer ially honored label of \polynomial time" in the usual
way. Eventually, the resear h ommunity that is on erned with polynomial-time
approximation s hemes will begin to re ognize this and begin to apply the in( )

(

)

(

)
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evitable tool of Bazgan's Theorem in order to elu idate when PTAS's annot be
improved to EPTAS's. (To state my prejudi es quite plainly, I think it is a bit of
a s andal that so little attention is urrently being paid to the di eren e between
a PTAS and an EPTAS.)
To review the issues, a PTAS omputes a solution that is within a fa tor of (1+ )
of optimal in time that is polynomial for ea h . For example, Khanna and Motwani des ribed three planar
logi problems in a FOCS '96 paper that have PTAS's
running in time O(n k2 ), where k = 1=. This is polynomial for ea h xed ,
for sure, but for a 20% approximation we are looking at a polynomial-time algorithm that is O(n ). It would be mu h better if we ould get an EPTAS (eÆ ient
PTAS | terminology due to Cesati and Trevisan) with a running time of, for
example, O(2k n ), whi h would pur hase quite good approximations. However,
Cai, Fellows, Juedes and Rosamond have shown (manus ript available) that all
three of these optimization problems onsidered by Khanna and Motwani have
W[1℄-hard asso iated parameterized problems, and so by Cristina Bazgan's theorem (later and independently proved by Cesati and Trevisan), they probably do
not have EPTAS's. There are lots of PTAS's for whi h this rather well-motivated
issue has not yet been explored. Get 'em while they're hot!
There is mu h more to explore here. The goodness of an approximation algorithm
an be expressed in a variety of ways, with the PTAS regime of \... within
a fa tor of (1 + (1=k)) of optimal," being only one of a wide variety of ways
to frame the question. One would of ourse expe t to have to pay more for a
better approximation, and the goodness of the approximation (however this is
expressed) is an obvious parameter. There really are just two basi ways that a
polynomial running time an be ome more expensive for better approximations:
by blowing up the degree of the polynomial, or by blowing up the onstant in
front. Some examples of how to use this perspe tive:
(a) Is it W [1℄-hard to approximate a minimum dominating set in an n-vertex
graph to within a fa tor of (log n) =k ? (David Johnson showed in 1974 that an
approximation to within a fa tor of (1 + log n) an be omputed in polynomial
time.)
(b) Is it W [1℄-hard to nd a dominating set in a tournament that is within a
fa tor of (log n) =k of minimum size, or an this be done in FPT time? This an
easily be a omplished in polynomial time when k = 1.
( ) Is there a straightforward ombinatorial redu tion showing that it is W [1℄hard to approximate a minimum oloring of an n-vertex graph to within a fa tor
of n =k of optimal?
The redu tions that might prove su h things would presumably require new kinds
of gadgets, but this is not ne essarily a big obsta le | nothing of this sort has
so far been attempted.
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Henning Fernau

We study several versions of parameterized enumeration. The idea is always to
have an algorithm whi h outputs all solutions (in a ertain sense) to a given
problem instan e. Su h an algorithm will be analyzed from the viewpoint of
parameterized omplexity. We show how to apply enumeration te hniques in a
number of examples. In parti ular, we give a xed-parameter algorithm for the
re on guration of faulty hips when providing so- alled shared spares.
Kernelizations as well as sear h trees (whi h are the most prominent ways to
devise xed-parameter de ision algorithms) are very useful te hniques also for
parameterized enumeration.
Remarkably, lower bounds and non-membership an be shown for several examples of enumeration problems and enumeration lasses. In ontrast, in the
lassi al area of de ision problems, mostly only relativized assertions of this kind
are obtainable.
Judy Goldsmith

In Burago, et al.'s 1996 paper [1℄, they show that the optimal poli y for a POMDP
with deterministi observations and at most m states per observation an be
approximated to within an additive onstant " in time polynomial in the size of
the POMDP and 1=". The omplexity is O(nm ).
My question is where this problem falls in the W -hierar hy.
The problem an be restated as follows. A POMDP an be des ribed as a graph
G = hV; E i and a nite set of a tions that determine transition probabilities from
ea h vertex (for ea h v 2 V and a 2 A, the probabilities t(v; a; w) add up to 1 over
all w 2 V ). There is a set of verti es G, the goal verti es; the goal of the ontroller
is to pass through G with high probability. This task is made more diÆ ult by
the fa t that the ontroller may have in omplete information about the urrent
vertex at ea h time when an a tion must be hosen. This is represented by a
oloring h : V ! C su h that for ea h 2 C , jh ( )j  m. The ontroller only
learns the olor of the urrent vertex, though it may a ess the entire history of
the graph traversal (as a sequen e of olors) for its de ision-making.
The proof an be sket hed as follows. At ea h time step, the ontroller an
maintain a probability distribution over states, indi ating the probabilities of
being in ea h possible state. Be ause of the bounded multipli ity of olors, at
most m states have positive probability at any time. The value fun tion mapping
a ontrol poli y to expe ted values for ea h su h distribution is ontinuous. For
ea h olor , the m-simplex of probability distributions over the support of
1
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(the states mapped to olor ) an be partitioned into poly(m; 1=") many subsimpli es so that any value fun tion will vary by at most " over ea h sub-simplex.
Then one an approximate the a tual optimal value fun tion on the orners of
the sub-simpli es, and take a linear extension of those values for interior points
on the simpli es.
Can this method be extended? Are there other methods?

Referen es
[1℄ Dima Burago and Mi hel de Rougemont and Anatol Slissenko (1996). On
the Complexity of Partially Observed Markov De ision Pro esses .Theoretial Computer S ien e; volume 157, number 2, pages 161{183.

Venkatesh Raman

Given a 2-CNF formula F with m lauses on n variables, and an integer parameter
k , is there an assignment to the variables that satis es at least m k lauses of F ?
Is this problem FPT or W-hard?
I know of at least three problems that (parametri ally) redu e to this question.
This problem is learly W[P℄-hard for -CNF formulas for > 2, as we an redu e (in polynomial time) -CNF satis ability question to this problem even for
onstant k.
Ken Regan, Martin Grohe, J
org Flum

Consider HITTING CLIQUE: graph G, parameter k, does G have a set U of k
verti es su h that every k- lique in G has nonempty interse tion with U ? This
is in Flum-Grohe's lass \A[2℄", but not known to be in W[2℄ or in the W[t℄ hierar hy at all. Is it? More generally, what relationships an we establish among
W[t℄, A[t℄, and Downey-Fellows-Regan's \H[t℄" lasses?
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Todd Wareham

Robot Motion Planning. Given a robot in an environment omposed of some

set of obsta les and initial and nal positions of the robot within this environment,
the motion planning problem involves nding a sequen e of motions that move
the robot from the initial to the nal position without interse ting any of the
obsta les. Though polynomial-time algorithms are known for this problem for
very limited kinds of robots, e.g., line segments, disks, re tangles (see [5℄ and
referen es), the best known2 algorithm for arbitrarily omplex robots requires
O (nk (log n  dO k + 2dk O k )) time [1℄, where k is the degrees of freedom of
movement, n is the number of polynomials required to des ribe the surfa es of
the robot and its environment, and d is the maximum degree of these polynomials
[5℄. The terms exponential in d and k in these running times are not daunting
be ause values of d and k in pra ti e are typi ally small, e.g., d = 4 for a polygonal
robot in a planar polygonal environment and k  7 for industrial robot arms.
It is thought unlikely that algorithms su h as that in [1℄ an eliminate the nk
term in their running time be ause su h algorithms must ompute all points in
a spe ial k-dimensional spa e alled FP spa e, and the number of points in this
spa e is O(nk ) in the worst ase [5, Theorem 3.1℄. However, this does not rule
out the existen e of other algorithms that are xed-parameter tra table relative
to k.
A formal de nition of the problem des ribed above is as follows [3℄:
d-Dimensional Eu lidean generalized mover's problem (dD-GMP, d 2
f2; 3g)
Instan e: A set O of obsta le polyhedra, a set P of polyhedra whi h are freely
linked together at a set of linkage verti es V su h that P has k degrees of freedom
of movement, and initial and nal positions pI and pF of P in d-dimensional
Eu lidean spa e.
Question: Is there a legal movement of P from pI to pF , i.e., is there a ontinuous
sequen e of translation and rotations of the polyhedra in P su h that at ea h point
in time, no polyhedron in P interse ts any polyhedron in O and the polyhedra
in P interse t themselves only at the linkage verti es in V ?
Let k-dD-GMP denote the parameterized version of this problem in whi h k is
the parameter. Reif [3℄ showed that 3D-GMP is P SP ACE -hard. Cesati and
Wareham [2℄ in turn used Reif's redu tion to show that k-3D-GMP is W[SAT℄hard. This ruled out the existen e of the most desirable type of FPT algorithms
for motion planning. However, many open problems remain:
1. Does k-3D-GMP be ome xed parameter tra table if additional problemaspe ts des ribing the omplexity of the robot's environment, e.g., number
/ surfa e- omplexity of obsta les, are added to the parameter? Reif's redu tion essentially en odes a Turing ma hine's state in the robot and en odes
( )

(

)
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omputations as paths through a hideously omplex maze of obsta les. Su h
an obsta le-set is not a realisti model of instan es of motion-planning problems en ountered in pra ti e.
2. Is k-2D-GMP xed-parameter tra table? Mu h motion planning is done
relative to robots that e e tively operate in two dimensions on fa tory
oors.
3. What is the xed-parameter status of more realisti parameterized motionplanning problems that in orporate moving obsta les, optimality onstraints
on motion plans, and un ertain robot motion (see [3, 4, 5℄ and referen es)?

Referen es
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